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1. Background 
 
 
1.1 Purpose 

 

This “White Paper” is about Mad Comedian and the work of art that was placed on a canvas. The 

information in this call, gives the basic information to what is Mad Comedian, plus how the collection 

of artwork was created.    

<Purpose of this White Paper> 

Mad Comedian is a fictional character that was created on gaming software like Moviestorm LLC and 

built a global presence on “Web 2.0” interface. The avatar is the image of Omar Dyer who is a former 

political candidate in the state of New Jersey. Mad Comedian on canvas, has a prospectus, a investment 

portfolio, and is a utility of a security on a direct private offering with two different brokerage firms.  

 

1.2 Background 

 

Mad Comedian is trading under the website domain as (Make Mad Comedian Famous), with 
Cash APP as a verified user on cash apps’ money transfer platform. Mad Comedian is the 
product of Coaches 101 A NJ Nonprofit – which is a New Jersey based product. Coaches 101 
A NJ Nonprofit is the managing organization for this public art. It is listed on two different public 
platforms on a direct private listing. For more information on this collection of art and the 
warrant that was issued please contact Coaches 101 A NJ Nonprofit, and get the prospectus.  

  

1.3 Style Requirements 

White Papers will conform to the following: 

• Is organized and monitored by the state of New Jersey under service mark 25416. 

• MCCM01 (Mad Comedian on Canvass model 01) is a 50’ by 60’ meme of art on a canvass. 

• IPS (Investment Policy Statement, Certificate of Ownership) 

• Certificate of Authenticity, Prospectus 

• Ledger, Call Option, Put Option, Call Warrant plus statements 
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2.1 Creation of the Blockchain 

 

Mad Comedian’s Blockchain is built on several wallets and digital wallets like 
Stripe, which is a money transfer merchant account. Another is PayPal and if 
done through the downloadable app—the transfer of money is organized by 
square. When you invest in Mad Comedian, your investment is a donation and 
not an account receivable option. Transferring as a collector through Cash App 
is and will be considered as an in-kind donation, and the funds will not be 
transferred into a main account but instead invested into the ETF’s on the 
platform.  

 

Purchasing the actual NFT on the website is purchasing a physical notary on the 
market ownership of MCCM01, with a list of the listing above—to show proof of 
ownership. There is only 100 of these pink sheets to be purchased and agreed 
upon per the Call Warrant of Peggy Dyer.  

 

2.2 History 

Mad Comedian is a Web 2.0 creation as in terms of concept and production. The 
copyright of Mad Comedian belongs to a weblog that is a sitcom on Facebook: 
called (Real Comedians From Da Hood). The theology of Mad Comedian started 
with a few wars on Instagram and Twitter with Kevin Hart and Lil Duval, and 
Marlon Waynes. Its war became a feud, and created a series called Celebrity vs 
Characters’ War.  

From the war on celebrities, Mad Comedian built Meme Art and Meme Stock, 
with his war with Kermit The Frog. Mad Comedian getting into the NFT market 
was to recreate the world that Walt Disney started but wasn’t in the right time 
or had the right technology to circumvent the idea.  

 

2.3 Discussion 

Mad Comedian has grown into a global icon on Facebook, with the role out and 
fall of Facebook Watch, and so as a challenge to continue the trend, The 
collection of art was built on two different systems, the iconic Mad Comedian 
was built on Moviestorm technology that is animated 3-d gaming software. And 
the second version was built on web 2.0 technology using Facebook facial 
recognition and designer software.  

And according to the prospectus around Mad Comedian, Omar Dyer wanted the 
digital art to become a collectible item. Omar Dyer needed to raise money to 
continue and keep the educational program moving forward and expanding it 
from just live shows on Instagram. As a public brand that was built around a 
nonprofit organization, the best way to crowdfund was to open a DPO (Direct 
Private Offering) Direct Placement. Opening a DPO allowed the brand to 
venture into the NFT market. This allowed the nonprofit organization the tools 
to teach and build a consensus around financial literacy.  
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3. Conclusion 

 

3.1 Summary 

 

What is Mad Comedian, and what is Mad Comedian on Canvass known as 
MCCM01 – it’s Omar Dyer’s face and his artwork in comedy and writing. Omar 
Dyer was a struggling artist and the pandemic allowed him to advance his craft. 
And without getting into who Omar Dyer shall be known as – in 2007, he was 
nominated for a lot of small press awards, and self-proclaimed himself to be 
nominated as a noble prize notary. Creating Mad Comedian, allowed the artist 
to create his imaginary brain and put it to life. Mad Comedian in movie making, 
in comedy and in animation, was structured to last as a historical document.  

 

3.2 Conclusion 

Mad Comedian on Canvas known as MCCM01 is the NFT that is traded on one 
platform currently, as a public item. We use Cash App as the platform to 
monetize the NFT with a Make Mad Comedian Famous Fund. It’s a no royalties 
type of transaction that is based on crowdfunding metrics. Case Studies are 
showing that buyers and collectors of the artwork, claims that they have been 
rugged by the design. Those ideas are false because, as a donation or a donated 
investment – your money went directly into building the technology, so it is 
impossible to rug this NFT. And zero percent of the money raised went to the 
founders or the artist. During the markup of this product, Omar Dyer who is the 
founder lost the IP deed statement in order to build this – any other trade of the 
image on Mad Comedian, has been stolen notes, where the funds never reached 
the initial company. So basically, you rugged yourself.  

 

4. Bibliography and References 

 

Bibliography 

 

Mad Comedian was created as an anime for a weblog and sitcom on Facebook. As 
the popularity of the show grew, the aspects of Mad Comedian grew. Mad 
Comedian using Facebook, built a simple game, and application around gamers. 
The game wasn’t successful, and Facebook cancelled the program. As a developer 
with Facebook, Mad Comedian then worked on Facebook Watch, where targeted 
advertising help build the notary on the show, and Mad Comedian. For more 
information on the creation of Mad Comedian, please visit the website 
(www.madcomedian.com) and read our prospectus. {It’s very educational, and a 
long read}  
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References 

 

The concept of Mad Comedian was developed on Facebook, and Instagram as a 
developed product under the Omar Dyer umbrella, and the copyrights solely belong to 
Coaches 101 A NJ Nonprofit. 

Omar Dyer is a former political candidate, a local child star as an artists and sports figure 
from Hoboken New Jersey, who built the name recognition as a public notary –as New 
Jersey’s biggest advocate that shares the same birthday of the state.  

Coaches 101 A NJ Nonprofit is a privately operating foundation of foundations built in 
the state of New Jersey, and is monitored by the state’s board and agencies.  

 

Purpose of White Papers 

 

A White Paper is an authoritative report or guide that informs readers concisely about a 
complex issue and presents the issuing body's philosophy on the matter. It is meant to help 
readers understand an issue, solve a problem, or make a decision. Plus inform the public on the 
notion of Mad Comedian, why the artifact was created, who created the product, the notion of 
a digital asset—whereas the asset has become a real-world asset. Mad Comedian’s Blockchain 
is built on a private server that is pushed to the public for institutional buyers, and donation 
crowdfunding. Mad Comedian uses Cash App as it’s verified platform and money transmitter, 
on much of the trading aspects.  

Meaning through Cash App: Omar Dyer through Make Mad Comedian Famous has board level 
shares in major fortune 500 corporations with voting rights into those organizations. The 
verified product on Cash App, is linked to two wallets, a private money market exchange and a 
public money marketing account. The cap is secured and known as a stablecoin. Because the 
currency is digital and how the money is transferred without third-party knowledge or the 
middleman. This White Paper is meant to get you as an investor, a donating merchant, 
interested in joining the whitelist.  

Mad Comedian’s Blockchain is not for gambling, not for illegal distribution, not for day-trading 
of preexisting assets.  

 

5. Author’s Biography 

 

This White Paper written by: 

Omar Dyer 

Omar Dyer is the founder and creator of Mad Comedian.  

<Biography> 

As noted Omar Dyer is a business mogul, and a former political candidate.  

This White Paper edited by: 

Omar Dyer 

<Post-nominal letters 

There is no nominal letters on this matter.  
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6. About Mad Comedian 

 

Mad Comedian has a prospectus that will give you the most up to date and validated 

information about the product, and how you can be more educated on the scope of the 

brand. There is more information about this product that can’t be covered without 

repetitive and overlapping information. Please check the prospectus, and all information 

that is need to secure your query. 

 

7. Copyright 

 

Coaches 101 A NJ Nonprofit is the sole owner of Mad Comedian, and the products, 

programs or actions around the brand. Mad Comedian  

 

 

8. Disclaimer 

 

Omar Dyer has attempted to ensure the information in this White Paper is as accurate as 

possible. Mad Comedian is solely on Cash App’s digital wallet and is connected to a money 

market account that is SIPC (Securities Investors Protection Corporation) secured. The floor 

price for the EFT that is on a direct placement or a direct public offering – managed by 

Dreamworld LLC, a Cash APP FINRA broker-dealer under Omar Dyer’s portfolio.  There is a 

secondary exchange for this product on a private network, and developing blockchain that is 

developed by Shopify and managed by a money market account with Citizens’ Bank, a SEP-IRA 

that is hedged by the management of Coaches 101 A NJ Nonprofit organization.  

Mad Comedian is a meme(coin) that is not under the umbrella of the known memecoin, and it 

is not intended as a joke, or to poke fun on the internet. Mad Comedian was designed by Omar 

Dyer using his image, with gaming software. The purpose for Mad Comedian’s DPO was to 

crowdfund for the nonprofit organization and the efforts to build a community based on 

learning financial literacy and the security behind it. For more information on Mad Comedian, 

email (legal@coaches101.org) or visit the website (www.coaches101.org)   

mailto:legal@coaches101.org
http://www.coaches101.org/

